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Abstract In this paper we investigate the resonant interaction of thermal ∼10–100 eV electrons with a
burst of electrostatic ﬁeld that results in electron acceleration to kilovolt energies. This single burst contains
a large parallel electric ﬁeld of one sign and a much smaller, longer-lasting parallel ﬁeld of the opposite
sign. The Van Allen Probe spacecraft often observes clusters of spatially localized bursts in the Earth’s outer
radiation belts. These structures propagate mostly away from the geomagnetic equator and share
properties of soliton-like nonlinear electron acoustic waves: a velocity of propagation is about the thermal
velocity of cold electrons (∼3000–10,000 km/s), and a spatial scale of electric ﬁeld localization along the ﬁeld
lines is about the Debye radius of hot electrons (∼5–30 km). We model the nonlinear resonant interaction of
these electric ﬁeld structures and cold background electrons.
1. Introduction
Electric time domain structures consist of packets of electric ﬁeld spikes, each spike having a duration of the
order of hundreds of microseconds and, most importantly, containing a local parallel (to the magnetic ﬁeld)
electric ﬁeld. In this paper we consider electrostatic time domain structures characterized mainly by bursts
of parallel electrostatic ﬁeld (BEF) components. These bursts are capable of accelerating electrons to keV
energies through resonance of the moving electrons with a BEF traveling along the magnetic ﬁeld at the
same velocity, even if the BEF contains no net potential. This result will be shown by considering a model of
BEF moving away from the equator with a velocity comparable to that of thermal (10–100 eV) electrons.
In the vicinity of the resonance, where the electron parallel velocity is equal to the velocity of BEF propaga-
tion, the electron dynamics are determined by the competition of the electrostatic ﬁeld andmirror force due
to the background magnetic ﬁeld inhomogeneity. For strong enough BEF, the electrostatic ﬁeld compen-
sates the action of the mirror force and an electron becomes trapped into the resonance. Such an electron
moves away from the equator into a region of stronger magnetic ﬁeld, and its parallel velocity is converted
to perpendicular velocity by conservation of the ﬁrst adiabatic invariant. Thus, the process combines parallel
acceleration and transformation of parallel energy to perpendicular energy while keeping the parallel veloc-
ity close to the BEF velocity for a period of trapping during which the particle is continuously accelerated
by the BEF electric ﬁeld, which can be as large as 100 mV/m. The rate of such acceleration is determined by
the rate of the parallel velocity conversion to perpendicular velocity. Thus, the timescale of the acceleration
is comparable with a fourth of an electron bounce period (about 1 s for cold electrons). The total energy of
accelerated electrons can substantially exceed a potential drop across the single BEF and is determined by
the relation between the electrostatic ﬁeld and the inhomogeneity of the background magnetic ﬁeld.
It will be shown that this process occurs in the Earth’s outer radiation belt to be an important source of
seed particles that are accelerated to relativistic energies in a similar resonance process with whistler
mode waves. It is emphasized that BEFs are observed in the outer radiation belts [Mozer et al., 2013, 2014;
Malaspina et al., 2014], the auroral zone [Ergun et al., 1998], the reconnecting magnetopause [Mozer and
Pritchett, 2009], and magnetotail [Matsumoto et al., 1994; Khotyaintsev et al., 2010], in the bow shock [Bale
et al., 1998] and in many current-carrying environments, so this process of resonant interaction between
electrons and BEF may be important in many diﬀerent physical regimes.
2. Observations
Van Allen probes A and B were launched on 30 August 2012. During the intervals discussed below, the
ambient magnetic ﬁeld was within 10◦ of the satellite spin plane (the plane approximately normal to the
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Figure 1. BEFs observed aboard VAPB (a–h) on 13 November 2012 and (k–s) on 1 November 2012. Figures 1a–1c show three components of the magnetic ﬁeld
while the electric ﬁeld in the background magnetic ﬁeld-aligned coordinates is illustrated in Figures 1d–1f (Ez is the parallel component, and Ex , Ey are transverse
components). Figure 1g shows 3 ms of electric ﬁeld observations. Parallel component is indicated by red color; transverse component are indicated by blue and
green. The spectra of magnetic and electric ﬁeld perturbations are shown in Figure 1h by black and blue curves respectively with corresponding black and blues
scales in pT2/Hz and mV2/m2Hz. Solid curves indicate parallel perturbations, and dashed curves indicate transverse ones.
Sun-Earth line) and the spin plane contained electric ﬁeld measuring spheres 1, 2, 3, and 4, each at the end
of a 50 m wire while shorter booms with spheres on their ends were located parallel to the spin axis [Wygant
et al., 2013]. The electric ﬁeld data were transmitted at 16,384 samples/s for 5 s intervals in a burst mode.
Search coil magnetic ﬁeld data [Kletzing et al., 2013] were also transmitted through the electric ﬁeld instru-
ment at the same time and data rate as the electric ﬁeld measurement. The search coil data were corrected
for the frequency response of this measurement and veriﬁed by comparison to higher-frequency bursts
from the magnetic ﬁeld instrument.
Figure 1 illustrates the three ﬂuctuating components of the electric and magnetic ﬁelds in the background
magnetic ﬁeld-aligned coordinates during a 1 s interval on 13 November and 1 November 2012 (see also
Mozer et al. [2013] for detailed information on the second case). Figures 1a and 1b (1k and 1l) give the
perpendicular components of the magnetic ﬁeld (X and Y components in Figure 1) and the parallel Z com-
ponent is given in Figure 1c (1m). Figures 1d and 1e (1n and 1o) give the two perpendicular components
of the electric ﬁeld and Figure 1f (1p) gives the parallel (to the background magnetic ﬁeld) component.
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In Figure 1g (1r), a 3 ms zoom of the electric ﬁeld observations is shown. The frequency range of BEF cor-
responds to 300–1000 Hz. In this frequency range the relation of magnetic and electric ﬁeld amplitudes
presented in Figures 1h and 1s (|B| ∼ 0.1 pT2/Hz and |E| ∼ 0.1 − 1 mV2/m2Hz) suggests that these are elec-
trostatic structures. The main electric ﬁeld perturbation component, Ez , is along the background magnetic
ﬁeld (see Figures 1f and 1p). For some BEF, we observe peaks of the transverse electric ﬁeld component with
an amplitude up to 30% of the maximum value of Ez . However, there are a lot of BEFs with almost parallel
electric ﬁeld. Two examples of such BEFs are shown in Figures 1g and 1r. (The undershoots following the
positive BEF signals arise from the fact that the data are ac coupled so there is no net signal.) The duration
of a single BEF (∼1 ms) and an estimate of the propagation velocity (from the time shift of signals on dif-
ferent antennas (as described inMozer et al. [2013])) v𝜙 ∼ 2000–10,000 km/s gives a spatial scale of about
l∼5–10 km along the background magnetic ﬁeld. However, we should mention that the error can be large
for v𝜙 > 5000 km/s (when the time shift is less than the measurements sampling time), but for v𝜙 less than
5000 km/s the timing gives robust results. The direction of BEF propagation is evaluated using waveform
timing. The propagation velocity and spatial scales are well described in terms of nonlinear electron acoustic
waves supported by ∼100 eV cold electrons and populations of ∼1–10 keV hot electrons [Fried and Gould,
1961; Lashmore-Davies and Martin, 1973]. The two cases presented in Figure 1 therefore show the nonlinear
structures propagating from the geomagnetic equator with velocity ∼2000 km/s for the ﬁrst case and
∼4000 km/s for the second.
3. Model of the Landau Resonance
Our model deals with the nonlinear interaction of electrons with moving BEF. BEF are observed up to 20◦ of
latitudes (see Figure 1) and in the auroral latitudes (up to 70◦) by Polar [Mozer et al., 1997] as well as by FAST
[Ergun et al., 1998]. There is no clear dependence of their amplitude on latitude. Thus, we assume that BEF
are propagating to high latitudes with constant amplitudes. To describe such an interaction we introduce
the simpliﬁed model of the scalar potential for the single BEFΦ = Φ0F(𝜙), where 𝜙 = (z − u𝜙t)∕l, z is the
coordinate along the ﬁeld line, and u𝜙 is the velocity of BEF motion. Dependence of 𝜙 only on the parallel
coordinate z corresponds to the absence of transverse electric ﬁeld components associated with BEF. We
assume that l and u𝜙 do not vary along ﬁeld lines (this assumption is based on the dispersion properties of
electron acoustic waves [Fried and Gould, 1961; Lashmore-Davies and Martin, 1973]). The spatial localization
of BEF across the magnetic ﬁeld lines is supposed to be substantially larger than the parallel scale l (see non-
liner models of BEF and BEF-like structures in Jovanovic´ and Shukla [2000] and Jovanovic´ and Krasnoselskikh
[2009]). Thus, we can consider electron resonant interaction with a single BEF within the approximation of
the system homogeneity across the ﬁeld lines.
The function f = dF∕d𝜙 determines the proﬁle of the electric ﬁeld. We choose F(𝜙) in such a way that F → 0
for 𝜙 → ±∞ (there is no net potential across the structure) and dF∕d𝜙 has the strong positive peak and
wide negative tail: F(𝜙) = exp(−𝜙2)(tanh(𝜎𝜙) − 1), where 𝜎 ≫ 1. Model proﬁles ofΦ and the electric ﬁeld
E∥ = −(Φ0𝜎∕l)f (𝜙) are shown in Figure 2a. We consider nonrelativistic electron motion in the dipole mag-
netic ﬁeld with the magnitude B(z) = Beqb(z). We concentrate on Landau resonant interaction of BEF with
electrons; thus, electron gyrorotation is not perturbed and the magnetic moment 𝜇 = mev20 sin
2 𝛼eq∕2Beq is
conserved (hereme is the electron mass, v0 =
√
2H0∕me is the amplitude of the electron velocity, H0 is the
initial energy, and 𝛼eq is the electron equatorial pitch angle). The Hamiltonian of the electron motion can be
written as
H = 1
2
me
(dz
dt
)2
+ 𝜇B(z) − eΦ0F(𝜙) (1)
We introduce the dimensionless variables and parameters z∕R=s, u𝜙∕v0=v𝜙, tv0∕R=𝜏 , 𝜀=2eΦ0𝜎R∕lv20me
(here R = REL is the spatial scale of the dipole magnetic ﬁeld variation) and we write the equation of electron
motion as
d2s
d𝜏2
= −1
2
sin2 𝛼eq
d
ds
+ 1
2
𝜀f (𝜙) (2)
with 𝜙 = (s − v𝜙𝜏)R∕l and R∕l ≫ 1. A large value of R∕l provides the fast change of the phase (d𝜙∕d𝜏
∼R∕L ≫ ds∕d𝜏). Thus, we can assume that 𝜙 is the fast phase and s is a slow variable. In this case, in the
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Figure 2. (a) Proﬁles of the model electric ﬁeld f (𝜙) and the scalar potential F(𝜙). (b) Phase portraits of system described by equation (4). (c) An example of par-
ticle trajectories in the plane (s,ds∕d𝜏), the particle energy as functions of time, particle latitudes 𝜆 as functions of time. Trajectories are obtained by numerical
integration of equation (2) with l = 5 km, R0 = 5RE . The grey color shows the time interval of particle trapping. (d) Maximum and averaged energies gained
by particles having initial energies of 10 ev, 25 ev, 50 ev, and 100 ev as a function of initial equatorial pitch angle. Two values of electric ﬁeld amplitude are
considered. Each point is obtained by numerical integration of 103 trajectories.
vicinity of the resonance d𝜙∕d𝜏 = 0 and equation(2) takes a form
d2𝜙
d𝜏2
= − R
2l
(
sin2 𝛼eq
db
ds
− 𝜀f (𝜙)
)
(3)
And the corresponding Hamiltonian is
H𝜙 =
1
2
(
d𝜙
d𝜏
)2
+ R
2l
(
sin2 𝛼eq
db
ds
𝜙 − 𝜀F(𝜙)
)
(4)
The phase portrait of the Hamiltonian (4) is shown in Figure 2b for two cases: sin2 𝛼eq(db∕ds) > 𝜀 and
sin2 𝛼eq(db∕ds) < 𝜀. In the second case, there is a region of closed trajectories corresponding to trapped
particles. Thus, particles can be trapped by the electrostatic structure and accelerated along ﬁeld lines
(this is essentially the same mechanism as that considered for relativistic electron acceleration by oblique
whistler waves [see Shklyar and Matsumoto, 2009; Artemyev et al., 2012, and references therein]). An exam-
ple of particle trapping and acceleration is shown in Figure 2c in which a particle oscillate between mirror
points (closed trajectories in the (s,ds∕d𝜏) plane), before becoming trapped to move with the electrostatic
structure to high latitudes. The particle escapes from the resonance at high latitude (see the third panel of
Figure 2c) when db∕ds becomes large enough to remove closed trajectories from the phase portrait, as in
Figure 2b. During this one trapping-escape event the particle gains around ∼1 keV; see the second panel
of Figure 2c.
The dependence of the acceleration rate on system parameters is given by the expressionΔH = H0(b(sesc) −
b(strap)) sin2 𝛼eq where strap and sesc are coordinates of trapping into the resonance and escape from the
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resonance (see more general equation with l = l(s) in Shklyar and Matsumoto [2009]). To determine the posi-
tion of trapping strap one needs to consider the moment of the formation of the electrostatic structure (i.e.,
growth of the amplitude 𝜀 from small value 𝜀 < sin2 𝛼eq(db∕ds)strap to larger value 𝜀 > sin
2 𝛼eq(db∕ds)strap ;
see detailed description of this process for electrostatic whistler waves in Artemyev et al. [2013] and
Agapitov et al. [2014]). To determine the position of escape from the resonance one should consider the par-
ticle oscillation in the phase plane (𝜙,d𝜙∕dt) with slowly changing b(s) [see Artemyev et al., 2013]. Both of
these positions strap, sesc can be found analytically only with the help of a more comprehensive model of the
electrostatic structure. In this paper we use our simpliﬁed model to obtain the maximum possible energy
in numerical calculations. We consider four values of initial energies (10 eV, 25 eV, 50 eV, and 100 eV) and
45 values of equatorial pitch angles. For each value of pitch angle and energy, we ran 103 trajectories with
the diﬀerent initial phases 𝜙. All trajectories were integrated during one bounce period, and energies of the
most accelerated particles were recorded. We also calculated the average energy of the accelerated par-
ticles. The ﬁnal results, shown in Figure 2d, demonstrate that particles can gain up to 1–10 keV for typical
amplitudes of the electric ﬁeld. The ﬁrst and second panels in Figure 2d show the dependence of the max-
imum possible gain of energy as a function of the initial equatorial pitch angle 𝛼eq for two values of a BEF
amplitude. The four curves correspond to four values of the initial particle energy (10 eV, 25 eV, 50 eV, and
100 eV). The maximum of energy depends on 𝛼eq nonmonotonically: for each initial energy, there is a max-
imum of gained energy for a particular value of equatorial pitch angle. For small pitch angles, the ﬁnal
energy is small due to the dependenceΔH ∼ sin2 𝛼eq, while large pitch angles correspond to lower latitudes
(smaller sesc) of particle escape from the resonance and, as a result, to smaller ΔH ∼ b(sesc). For each initial
energy, the pitch angle corresponding to the maximum energy gain is diﬀerent. The third and fourth panels
in Figure 2d show proﬁles of the average energy of accelerated particles as functions of 𝛼eq for two values of
a BEF amplitude. The average gained energy varies from 100 eV (for the wave amplitude ∼10 mV/m) up to
1000–2000 eV (for the wave amplitude ∼100 mV/m). These values are several times smaller than values of
the maximum gained energy.
4. Discussion and Conclusions
In this paper we have shown that small-scale bursts of parallel electric ﬁeld (presumably related to non-
linear electron acoustic waves) can eﬀectively accelerate electrons via the Landau resonance even if there
is no net potential in the structure. This acceleration mechanism can have direct application to the Earth’s
radiation belts where formation of the keV electron population is an important question [e.g.,Mozer et al.,
2014]. We also mention additional possible applications of the proposed model. Electric ﬁeld structures of
the type described in this paper are observed in the vicinity of the reconnection region [Mozer and Pritchett,
2009; Khotyaintsev et al., 2010] and during magnetic ﬁeld dipolarization [Deng et al., 2010] in the Earth’s
magnetotail. Thus, the dominance of electron acceleration parallel to the magnetic ﬁeld during reconnec-
tion and dipolarization [Asano et al., 2010; Runov et al., 2013] might also be due to nonlinear trapping of
electrons into the Landau resonance. In contrast to electron resonant scattering by whistler waves, the elec-
tron nonlinear interaction with electrostatic structures cannot be described in quasi-linear theory because
the single act of interaction results in an electron energy change comparable to the initial energy. Thus,
one should suggest an alternative approach to incorporate this nonlinear interaction into the Fokker-Planck
equation for electrons. One possible way is to determine the probabilities of particle trapping by these
electric ﬁeld structures and introduce the additional operator into the Fokker-Planck equation to model
rapid particle transport in phase space (see details of such an approach in Shklyar [1981] and Artemyev et
al. [2013]). It is also unclear whether and how to include the nonlinear eﬀects of damping and ampliﬁcation
of these electric structures due to currents of trapped and transient particles [Omura et al., 2008; Shklyar,
2011]. Such eﬀects can be very important because, in comparison to the whistler wave acceleration oper-
ating with high-energy electrons, our model explains the eﬃcient acceleration of thermal electrons. That
means the acceleration process can strongly modify the major part of the electron distribution and change
macroscopic parameters such as the electron temperature and the heat ﬂux.
In this paper we have estimated the energy gain due to the interaction of electrons with a single BEF. How-
ever, as Figure 1 shows, the BEFs occur in packets whose numbers can be hundreds or thousands of BEFs.
Thus, an electron that does not achieve the maximum energy in a single interaction may go on to inter-
act with other BEFs such that a large fraction of the incidence electrons may be accelerated to nearly the
maximum energy.
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To conclude, we have presented the observations of large amplitude electric ﬁeld structures in the radiation
belts. We have shown that these structures share some properties typical of nonlinear soliton-like electron
acoustic waves. Based on the observed properties of these electric ﬁeld structures we consider the possible
electron resonant acceleration via the Landau resonance. Initially cold (thermal) electrons with an energy
∼10–100 eV can gain up to few keVs during a single nonlinear trapping event. This mechanism of acceler-
ation potentially can be responsible for the formation of superthermal electron populations with energies
∼1 keV.
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